Sustainable Event Services

Sustainability Services for Your Company and for Your Company’s Greenbuild Exhibit

**Leonardo Academy** can help you with your company’s sustainability strategy. We provide comprehensive sustainability services.

**For Your Company**

- Organizational sustainability assessments and strategies
- Emissions inventories; reduction and offset strategies
- Greening of new and existing buildings
- Supply chain and waste management
Reporting: Annual sustainability reports, Carbon Disclosure Project reports, Walmart supplier questions, etc.

For Your Greenbuild Exhibit Booth

The U.S. Green Building Council’s (USGBC) green exhibitor guidelines are mandatory for Greenbuild 2010.
Leonardo Academy can help you make your exhibit operations more sustainable to meet and go beyond the USGBC exhibitor requirements.

- Sustainable policies for your exhibit and for your company
- and offsetting the overall emissions impacts of your exhibit
Sustainable approach to outreach materials and promotional items

Documenting the sustainability of exhibit operations
Leonardo Academy’s Experience

Leonardo Academy is a charitable nonprofit organization that has extensive experience with sustainability, green buildings and Greenbuild. Since the first Greenbuild in 2002, we have calculated for
the USGBC the emissions caused by the entire Greenbuild event and recruited donations to offset those emissions. We have been an exhibitor at Greenbuild every year since its inception. We also played a key role with the USGBC in developing and implementing
LEED-EB. We have years of experience providing sustainability services to companies large and small. We can help your company advance its sustainability, and document its achievements.
For more information please contact:

Barbara McCabe, Sustainability Program Manager, Leonardo Academy

Barb@leonardoacademy.org
Michael Arny, President, Leonardo Academy

(608) 280-0255

www.leonardoacademy.org